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Imou Ranger 2C 3MP H.265 Wi-Fi Indoor Rotating Camera
Enhance the security of your home. The Imou Ranger 2C camera provides high-quality 2K images and rotates from 0-355°, so you can
keep an eye on every angle in the room of your choice. It also has a built-in motion sensor and alarm siren. There's also a dedicated app
that you can use to conveniently change the settings of your choice.
 
Everything under control
Don't let you miss anything important. The Ranger 2C camera captures 2K video for clear, detail-saturated images. It also supports H.264
and H.265 codecs, plus the device can rotate 355° and tilt from -5° to 80°, guaranteeing full control over every nook and cranny in the
room.
 
Motion sensor
You no longer have to worry about an unwanted person getting into your home and you won't know anything about it.  The camera is
equipped with a motion sensor - as soon as it detects someone's presence, it will immediately send you a notification to your phone. It
can  also  set  off  an  alarm  siren  to  scare  off  a  potential  burglar.  What's  more,  thanks  to  the  Smart  Tracking  function,  the  device  will
automatically focus on the intruder and track him, keeping him in the frame at all times.
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Facilitated communication
The camera has a built-in speaker and microphone, so you can use it to communicate with other household members and more. Now you
can conveniently relay a message to loved ones, greet unannounced guests or ask the courier to leave a package at the door! But that's
not  all  -  the  device  automatically  detects  unusual  sounds,  such  as  a  baby  crying.  In  such  a  situation,  it  will  immediately  send  you  a
notification, and you will have time to react accordingly!
 
Many possibilities in the application
Download  a  dedicated  Imou  Life  app  and  get  more  possibilities.  With  its  help,  for  example,  you  can  set  schedules  for  the  alarm and
designate detection zones. There is also a function for hiding the camera lens - use it when, for example, you are at home and want to
protect your privacy.
 
Various ways to store your files
Enjoy  convenient  access  to  your  recordings.  The  Ranger  2C  camera  allows  you  to  store  your  files  in  several  ways  -  including  on  a
microSD card (up to 256 GB) or via NVR. You can also use the cloud - each newly registered device entitles you to 30 days of free access
to the Imou service.
 
Included
CameraPower adapterPower cableSet of screwsMounting plateMounting mapQuick start guide
 
ManufacturerImouModelIPC-K2ECP-3H1WMatrix1/2.8-inch  progressive  CMOS  sensorResolution3MP  (2304x1296)Night  visionRange  up  to
10mField of  view83° (horizontal),  46°(vertical),  100°(depth)Video codecsH.264 /  H.265Frame rateUp to 25/30FPSDigital  zoomYes2-way
audioTakCzujnik  ruchuTakAlarmTakConnectivityWi-Fi  IEEE  802.11  b/g/n,  up  to  50  m  in  open  spaceCompatibilityiOS,  AndroidSupported
microSD  cardsUp  to  256  GBBuilt-in  microphoneTakBuilt-in  speakerTakPower  supplyDC  5  V  1  APower  consumption<  3,7  WOperating
temperatureFrom -10°C to 45°COperating humidity95%RHDimensions83 x 83 x 106.1 mmWeight201 g

Preço:

€ 31.00

Casa inteligente, Others
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